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On  October  28th,  the  DSMA’s  chief  wrote  to  editors  of  major  British  news  outlets,
demanding they not  report  or  in  any way mention  the  SAS is  currently  “deployed to
sensitive areas” of West Asia.

It  has  been  revealed  Britain’s  shadowy  Defence  and  Security  Media  Advisory  (DSMA)
Committee  is  suppressing  news  reportage  on  clandestine  Special  Air  Service  (SAS)
operations in Gaza. The eagerness of London’s military, security and intelligence apparatus
to censor such disclosures is an unambiguous indicator Perfidious Albion is doing the devil’s
work in the embattled Occupied Territories, and wants inconvenient, incriminating truths
concealed.

The DSMA is a little-known, rarely discussed and highly secretive body. Comprised of senior
representatives  of  the  British  Army,  Ministry  of  Defence,  domestic  and  foreign  spying
agencies, major government departments, press associations and TV and print outlets, it
has for decades insidiously imposed a quintessentially British form of press censorship. The
Committee decides the subjects and events related to national security that can be reported
on, and how, with devastating effect.

On  October  28th,  the  DSMA’s  chief  wrote  to  editors  of  major  British  news  outlets,
demanding they not  report  or  in  any way mention  the  SAS is  currently  “deployed to
sensitive areas” of West Asia, conducting “hostage rescue/evacuation operations” of Britons
caught up in Operation Al-Aqsa Flood, and Israeli genocidal counterattack. The Committee
claimed such journalistic activity “could reveal details of operations or operating methods
and techniques…which would bestow an advantage on an adversary,” and thus “endanger
national security”:

“May  I  take  this  opportunity  to  remind  editors  publication  of  such  information
contravenes the DSMA notice code. I  therefore advise claims of  such deployments
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should  not  be  published  nor  broadcast  without  first  seeking  [DSMA]  advice.  [The
Committee]  aims  to  prevent  inadvertent  disclosure  of  classified  information  about
Special Forces and other units engaged in security, intelligence and counter-terrorist
operations [in Gaza], including their methods, techniques and activities.”

Click here to read the full article on Al Mayadeen English.
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